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 366 NOTE ON MEAN SEA-LEVEL.

 to still colder areas, but to make any estimate regarding such develop-
 ments is quite impracticable. In the second place, recent experiments by
 Sir Oliver Lodge and others show that by the application of electricity
 to growing crops the yield may be increased and maturity hastened. If
 this method results in any considerable shortening of the period necessary
 for growth, cultivation may extend beyond the limits here indicated, for
 the glaciated areas have abundant water-power whereby electricity may
 be cheaply obtained. Even in this case, the chief supply of wheat would
 be obtained in the more favoured west, and the areas near Hudson Bay
 would be relatively little utilized.

 (To be continued.)

 NOTE ON MEAN SEA-LEVEL.

 By Colonel S. G. BURRARD, R.E., F.R.S., Surveyor-General of India.

 In the Geographical Journal for December, 1911 (p. 605), the paper is
 published which Captain Henrici read at the British Association on the
 subject of "Mean Sea-level."

 Bombay.
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 NOTE ON MEAN SEA-LEVEL.  367

 As there are questions concerning oscillations of sea-level now undeu
 consideration, it is of importance that all workers should have a correct
 idea of the magnitudes of the variations to which the mean sea-level of
 any one whole year is liable. Captain Henrici is mistaken when he says
 that the " mean height for one year at some Indian stations varies up to
 nearly 2 feet."

 A self-registering tide gauge has been working continuously at Bombay
 since 1878.

 The preceding table shows the height of mean sea-level as determined
 for each year from continuous series of observations. The last column
 indicates the amount by which each annual value of mean sea-level differs
 from the general mean of all.

 It will be seen that in twenty-nine years out of thirty-two the differ?
 ence from the general mean has been less than one-tenih of a foot.

 The following table shows the mean annual variation and the greatest
 difference that has ever been obtained between two annual values of

 mean sea-level at thirty-five Indian tidal observatories:?
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 The following four tidal stations are situated in the deltas of the
 Irrawady and Salween, and are consequently not suitable for scientific
 observations of the tides of the ocean. But even at these stations the

 annual variations of sea-level are small, and the maximum discordances
 ever observed are well under 1 foot.

 If relative changes in the level of land and sea are to be deter?
 mined, the tidal observatory must be erected on an open coast to which
 the tides have free access. It would be useless for scientific purposes to
 erect a tidal observatory in a winding creek filled with moving sand-
 banks.

 One of the tidal observatories of the Indian Survey is on the river

 Hooghly at Calcutta, but this is maintained for the use of the port
 authorities, who have to keep a watch on the river. The Hooghly was
 once a mouth of the Ganges, but is now moribund; it is this fact,
 according to Mr. J. E. Bell, which has enabled Calcutta to become a
 port. During the monsoon season the Hooghly still receives spill-water
 from the Ganges, more in some years than in others; perhaps even in the
 winter months Ganges water still percolates into the Hooghly. But the
 Hooghly can hardly now be regarded as a living mouth of the Ganges.

 Calcutta is situated on the Hooghly, and is more than 80 miles from
 the sea ; it is further from the sea than Birmingham or Oxford, and it
 is connected with the sea by a tortuous tidal creek in which sandbanks
 are always forming and moving. Engineering works (dredging, dams,
 reclamations) are constantly in progress in the vicinity of Calcutta, and
 the mean water-level at Calcutta is perennially 3 feet higher than the
 mean level of the open sea of the Bay of Bengal. Suffering from all
 these disadvantages, Calcutta might be expected to show abnormal varia?
 tions in annual water-level, and it is surprising that it does not. From
 the following table it will be seen that in twenty-five years out of thirty
 the discrepancy of the annual value from the general mean has been less
 than half a foot.

 From the results of the determinations of mean sea-level made at
 forty tidal observatories under the Survey of India, it may be safely con-
 cluded that if annual values of mean sea-level are found anywhere to
 differ by 2 feet, as mentioned by Captain Henrici, the discrepancy must
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 Calcutta.

 be attributed mainly to errors of observation. The probable error of a
 value of mean sea-level, as deducted from a complete year's tidal observa?
 tions at a well-chosen coast station, should be about ?0'05 foot.

 TEN YEARS OF ANTARCTIC EXPLORATION.*

 By HUGH ROBERT MILL, D.Sc.

 At the moment when the attainment of the South Pole by the splendid
 journey of Captain Amundsen and his companions is bringing the con-
 gratulations of all the world to the fortunate explorer, it is useful to
 review the recent progress of discovery within the Antarctic Circle and
 consider whether the attainment of the Pole is likely to increase or
 diminish exploration.

 In 1898 the new era of Antarctic exploration was initiated by the

 * Map, p. 420.
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